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1. Introduction 
Let K/k be a finite field extension. The trace map tr,,,: K + k defines a 
quadratic form over k on the k-vector space K by x H trK,,(x2), which is 
denoted by (K) and called the trace form defined by K/k. Any quadratic 
form q over k isometric to a trace form (K) is called a trace form. A Witt 
class XE W(k) in the corresponding Witt ring of k is called an algebraic 
class if there is a trace form in X. In their book “A Survey of Trace Forms 
of Algebraic Number Fields” [3], Connor and Perlis raised the following 
question: which are the algebraic Witt classes? If k = Q or Q,, p an odd 
prime, the question is answered in the book cited above. Further work has 
been done by Scharlau [7] and Waterhouse [9]. But the more interesting 
question is: when is a given quadratic form over a field a trace form? In the 
present paper I give an answer to this question in the case of a dyadic field 
k of char(k) # 2. The answer to the question of Connor and Perlis is an 
easy consequence of this paper. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let k be a finite extension field of the dyadic numbers Q,. The invariants 
to classify quadratic forms over k are chosen in such a way that they are 
also invariants of the corresponding Witt ring W(k).’ 
The invariants to classify the quadratic form q are: 
(1) dim, q, the dimension, 
(2) dis,q, the discriminant (mod k*2), and 
(3) c,q, the Hasse-Witt invariant. 
‘See [6, IIIS]. 
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q b/i (rz, d, L’) means dim, q=n, dis, q-dmod k*‘, and ckq= C. q -,< q’ 
indicates q is isometric to q’. ( -, .)A is the Hilbert symbol of k. Let K/k be 
a finite field extension, 1, E K*. The map trKjk,,,: K--f k defines another 
quadratic form over k by XH tr,.,(k’), which is denoted by (K); and 
called the .scaled trace form. 
Let q = (1., , . . . . I,,,) be a quadratic form over K. Then (K)(,,, ,.,,. nzi = 
(K),, I ... I (K)j,, stands for the Scharlau transfer of q defined by the 
trace map of K/k. ok stands for the ring of integers of k and uk for the units 
of o/;. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Let k be a dyadic number field and q a quadratic form with 
coefficients in k of dimension n. 
1. n=l mod2. 
(a) Zf q -k (n, n, 1 ), then q is a trace form. 
(b) rf 4 -k (n, n + 4, - 1 ), then q is a trace form iff [k : Q,] = 
1 mod 2 and there is a divisor f of n with f = 3, 5 mod 8. 
tc) Ifq -k (n, n + 4, 1 ), then q is a trace form iff [k : Q,] = 0 mod 2 
and one of the following conditions holds: 
i. 5Ek*‘; 
ii. there is a divisor f of n with f z 3, 5 mod 8. 
Otherwise q is not a trace-form. 
2. nEOmod2. 
Every quadratic form with n # 2 is a trace form. If n = 2, q is a trace form 
iff dis, q$ -k*’ and c,q = (2, diS,q),. 
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The first Lemma holds for an arbitrary ground field k of char(k) # 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let L/k be a Galois extension of degree f: Let CL be a root sf 
the polynomial X’ - a E L[ X]. If L(ct )/k . 1s a separable extension of degree 
e .f = 1 mod 2, then 
(L(a)) wk f.(e) *.fq. (1, -1). 
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Prooj As a consequence of Proposition 6 of Serre [S] we get 
(L(a)) WL (e) I f$. (1, -1) 
From Gallagher [4, Theorem 21 we know that (L. ) wk f. ( 1). The trace 
form of L(cr)/k is the Scharlau transfer of the trace form of L(a)/L. This 
gives 
cK) -k CL) (e>i((e-1)/2).<1, PI> -‘k (e) -L (e- ‘) -. (1, -1) of. (1). 2 > 
Thus the assertion follows. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If the degree n of the field extension K/k of dyadic fields 
is odd, then 
disk (K) E ( - l)(“- 1)/2 e mod ke2 and ck(K)=(-1, -1)1/2-1”8, 
where e and f  are the ramification index and inertia degree of K/k, respec- 
tively. Forde{l, -1,3,5} andd=(-1)“~1”2emod8 wegetdznmod4 
and d E n mod 8 ijjf f = f 1 mod 8. In particular 
(K) -k (n, n, 1) or (0 -k h n+% t-1, -l)k)* 
Proof: Let L be the maximal unramified extension of k inside K. Then 
L/k is cyclic and K/L is a tamely and totally ramified extension. Therefore 
there is a prime element n E oL with L = L(17) and ZZe= rc. Now apply 
Lemma 1. Thus we can choose d as stated in the Corollary. ( - 1 )(fp ‘)I* - 
f mod 4 gives n = e .f= ( - 1 )(f- ‘)j2 e s d mod 4. A short calculation gives 
d= 0 mod 8 iff f = k 1 mod 8. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let k be a local dyadic number field. dE k* - k*2, r 6 3, 
a,E k* for i = 1, . . . . r, c = +_ 1; then there is an a E k* satisfying 
a f airnod k** and (U, d)k = C. 
We can verify this by looking at the number of square classes of k*. 
LEMMA 3. Let K/k be a finite extension of the dyadic local field k of 
degree n = [K : k] > 2. If n = 4 and k = Q2, assume that there is a quadratic 
intermediate field. Then for any dE k*, d $ ( - 1)” k*2 which is a norm of 
Kfk, there are quadratic extensions K,IK and K,/K satisfying 
1. disk (K,)~disk(K2)rdmodk*2; 
2. Ck<K,)+Ck<&). 
64113813-8 
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Proof Foro~K,NKIk(u)=dseta:=(-l)“o.N~,,(a)=N,,((-1)’~v)= 
(-1)‘iNK,k(~)=(-l)fld$k*2 gives a$K*‘. For K, := K(G) we get 
[K, : K] = 2 and dis,(K,) = N,.,( -x) = (- l)‘N,,(a) = dmod k*2. 
Because of Lemma 3 in [l], there is a AE K* satisfying N&~)E k*’ and 
ck(Kjx .c~(K)~.== - 1. Because of N,,((fi))-dmod k”, K,/K with 
K? : = K(fi) is also a quadratic extension. This gives dis, (K, ) E 
d mod k*‘. Because of trk,,k( 1) = trKZIK( 1) = 2, we get (K, ) -k (2, 2~) and 
(K?) ~~(2, PAX). This gives (K, ) -k(K)2 I (K),, and (K2) mk 
(K)z -L (K),,tcc. 
Thereforec,(K,).c,(K,)=c,(K),.c,(K),,= -1. 1 
5. PR~~FOFTHETHEOREM 
1. If q is a trace form, then there is a finite extension K/k of odd 
degree n with q mk (K). Corollary 1 gives (K) -k (n, n, 1) or 
(K) wk (n, n + 4, (- 1, - 1 )k). The trace form of K/k is determined by the 
ramification index e and inertia degree f of K/k. For a dyadic field k, 
(-1, -l)k=-l is equivalent to [k:Q2]=1mod2. Therefore ck(K)= 
- 1 can only occur iff= 3,5 mod 8 and [k : Qp2] = 1 mod 2. 
Now suppose [k : Qez] s 0 mod 2. q mk (n, n + 4, 1) gives f z 3, 5 mod 8 
or n _= n + 4 mod 8. Thus 5 E k*’ in the later case. Therefore q can only be 
a trace form if one of the stated properties holds for q. 
Let e, f be natural numbers and rc E ok a prime element. Set L : = k(Z7) 
for ZZ’= rc. Then L/k is a totally ramified extension of degree e. Let F/k be 
an unramilied extension of degree5 Then F(Z7)jk is an extension of degree 
e .f with 
(F(U)) mk (eJ (-l)(f ‘)‘*e, (-1, -1)k1’P1)‘8). 
In la and lc(i) set e=n and f= 1. In lb and lc(ii) let f be one of the 
divisors of n with f= 3, 5 mod 8. Set e = n/f This gives 1. 
2. Let q -k (n, d, c) be a quadratic form over k. 
(1) n = 2. For a quadratic extension K/k we get (K) -k (2, - 2 . 
disk (K)) and disk (K) 4 -k*2. 
(2) n=2’>4, dEk*2. For a prime zEOk and l>l there is an 
element cI Ek* satisfying (rr, E)~ = - 1 and a f - 1, --A, mod k*‘. For 
n*‘- ’ = -rr set F:= k(Z7). For K, := F(G) and K,:= F(,/T) 
we get <Kl > -k (F)@(k(,,&)> Ef2W(k) and (K2) -k(F)@ 
(k(Jrd,))EZ*W(k). disk(F) rN,k(2’-1172’-1-‘)-N,,,(~)~nmodk*2 
gives~,(K,)=(n,a)~=-1 andc,(K,)=(rr,cr.d,),=l.Thereforeevery 
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quadratic form q with dim, q = 2’2 4 and square discriminant is a trace 
form. 
(3) n=4, d#k*2. Now take dE k* - k*2. Because of Lemma 2 
there is an orek*-k*’ 
F: = k(d), F/k 
satisfying (c~,d)~=l and -cr.d$k*2. For 
is a quadratic extension. Let x, y, z E k be a non-trivial 
solution of 
X2-aYy2=dZ2. (*I 
~,d$k*~ gives y,z#O. And x#O because of -ad$k*‘. 
Set K, := F(,,@), /?:=x+y&. N&?)=x2-Cry2=dz2$k*2 gives 
K, : k = 4 and dis,( K, ) = NF,J -/s) = d mod k*=. Because of --ad+ k*2 
there is a t E k* with (t, -ad), = - 1. tx, ty, tz is another non-trivial solu- 
tion of (* ) which determines a field K, with same degree and discriminant 
as K,/k. As at the end of the proof of Lemma 3 we get 
~~(K~)~c~(K~)=c,(F)~~c,(F),,=(t,dis,(F)~),=(t, -ad),= -1. 
(4) n=2’>8,d$k*‘. 
(a) de uk - u:. Take an unramified extension K/k of degree 2’- ‘. 
Then d is a norm of K/k.2 Because K/k is cyclic the assumption of Lemma 3 
holds. 
(b) d- 71 mod k**, KE ok prime. Set K := k(n), ZZ”” = -z This 
gives NKIk(Z7) = 7~. If I= 3, k(n2) is a quadratic intermediate field of K/k. 
Now apply Lemma 3 again. 
(5) n = 0 mod 4. Until now we only know that part 2 of the theorem 
holds for quadratic forms q with dim, q = 2’2 4. Taking composita with 
unramified extensions of odd degree extends this result to quadratic forms 
q with dim,q G 0 mod 4. 
(6) rz=2mod4, n#2. 
(a) -d$ k*2, n = 2m, m odd. ~-UT? mod k*2, i= 0, 1. If K/k is 
unramified of degree m, there is a VE K with NKIk(v) = u. Therefore 
N,,k(vni)=uxi=d f -1 modk . *’ Because of m B 3 > 2 and m # 4, we can 
apply Lemma 3. 
(b) -do k*2. Let K/k be an arbitrary field extension of degree m 
and c(, /? E K* satisfying: 
1. E,/I$K*~ 
2. N&a) = N&P) = 1 mod k*’ 
3. c/c<K)a Z cp<IOB. 
‘See corollary to Proposition 9 in [S. p. 501. 
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Set K, := K(d), K2 := K(d). Statement 1 gives [K, : k] = [K2 : k] =n. 
Because of 2 we get dis,(K,)rN,,,(-a)- -1 -N,&~)-dis,(Kz) 
mod ke2. 
Statement3 gives c~(K~).c~(K*)=c~(K)~~..(.~(K)~~= -1. There- 
fore we have to prove the existence of K/k with the stated properties. 
Because of M 3 3 > 2, 1y1# 4, we can apply Lemma 3 of Bender for 0 = 1. 
This gives the existence of an a E K with N,.,(~)E k*2 and ck( K) . 
ck(K)%= -1. Thus a#Ke2. 
Now assume m#3 or k#Q,. 
Set S := N,i(k*2). The norm induce a map NKlk: K*/K*‘+ k*/k*2. 
We get Ikernel(WKik)I > /RI’“- “ordk2. Assume c,(K),=c,(K), for all 
BeS-S2. This gives Cam= -ck(K) for PES-S~. Theorem 1 in [2] 
yields to 
(4, X,)K = 
1 if xi, x, or xix, E K*2 
-1 otherwise. (**) 
Because of 1 S/S’ I > 5 there are elements x,, x2, xg E S, such that 
1, t(, x1, x2, x3 represent five different square classes of S. This gives 
(a, x~)~ = (CI, x?)~ = (a, I~)~ = -1. Thus (CY, x,x~)~ = (a, x,x~)~ = 1. 
Because of ( ** ) we get x1 x2 E !I E x1 x3 mod K*‘, in contradiction to the 
choice of x, , x2, x3 E S. 
Now m=3 and k=QP2. For K : = k(U), Z13 = 2, Corollary 1 gives 
(K) wk (3,3, 1). By taking c( E K* as before we get Cam = - 1. 
Set B:=-1+17~24,. b is a root of p(X) := (X+ 1)3 - 2. p(X) is 
irreducible in Q,[X]. Thus p(X) = Mipo(j?, Q2). N,,,o#?) = -p(O) = 1 
gives DES. Assume for y:= x+yZ7+zZ7’ that y’=B and x,y, ZEQ*. 
Because 1, I7, 172 is a base of K/k, for the coefficient at I7 we get 
1 = 2xy + 2z2, in contradiction to x, V, z E Z,. According to the base 1, I7, 
II*, the matrix of (K)B is 
-3 0 6 
t ‘i 
0 6 -6 -k(3)+; 1;) -kc-3,636). 
6 -6 0 
This gives 
c,(K)p=(-3, -1)2 (6, -6)2 (6, -1)I (-1, -l),=l. 
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